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YOUR BOOKMARK

EVENTS QUICK
GLANCE

PARKING INSIDER

Networking event Brisbane
Thursday 18 May 2017
Networking event Melbourne
Thursday 17 August 2017
Outlook Conference 2017
18-19 September, Sydney
Networking event Adelaide
23 November 2017
Parking Australia AGM
Adelaide 23 November
2017
Click to register

WELCOME NEW
MEMBERS

Chief Executive's Message
This month in the Parking Insider you can read some excellent case studies
from our partners and members and we also feature the launch of our online
member forum.This is a great platform for sharing of ideas, as well as asking
questions about new technologies and discussing issues. The Parking
Manifesto created from a workshop at PACE posed a few high levels
questions which are on the forum for comment and discussion. The Future of
Parking Committee is also keen to hear views on how prepared as an industry
we are for the growth of electric and autonomous vehicles. The online forums
help shape our advocacy initiatives by providing valuable feedback on issues
that can facilitate the reforms and gains we are seeking as an industry.With
the handing down of some state budgets in the coming months we have called
on governments to halt the burden on parking operations through levy raising
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and provide exemptions for innovative and sustainable practices. Our Hospital
Parking Charter is now in draft form and will be a point of discussion in the
next few weeks as I meet with both sides of Government for endorsement on
not only this but the Accredited Operator Scheme.These are exciting times
for our industry and its important that we champion growth,professionalism
and attract and retain investment.I also encourage you to register early for
OUTLOOK 2017 which will feature excellent speakers,sector based sessions
and of course the Parking Industry Awards.In "breaking news" I am also
pleased to announce the first sponsors for the event - Wilson Parking and
Secure Parking, Exhibition PODS are also selling fast with some new
technology and equipment on display.

Wired-up roads will charge your electric
car while you're driving
NEW TO MEMBER
RESOURCES

PODCAST:
Westminster Council
Parking Case Study
Scan your membership
card QR code to access the
latest member resources or
click here

NEW TO THE ELIBRARY

How digital is disrupting
transportation (Cisco)
Roadmap for Blockchain
standards
Mapping the Melbourne
sharing economy

Due to their low local emissions, batterypowered electric cars are more in demand
than ever, but they still have a reputation for
being too expensive and having too short a
driving range. So how about recharging them
without having to plug in a cable, while
parking or even driving on the road? Read
more....

CDS ticketless LPR solution implemented
for Spotlight & Aldi
The Ticketless License Plate Recognition
(LPR) solution provided by CDS has
dramatically improved the performance of a
Spotlight & ALDI car park in Victoria, with an
average increase of 32% in weekly revenue.
The multi-level car park located in a busy
shopping centre in Victoria caters for both staff
and casual patrons. However, the unmanaged
abuse of a 2 hour free parking period...Read
more...

Registration opens for Outlook 2017
The OUTLOOK Conference returns to
Sydney in September this year with the
theme for 2017 being "The Future is Today".
Hear from speakers who will bring innovative
thinking, and share real world experiences
and case studies that promote stimulating
and provocative conversation. Early bird rates
apply until 30 May - Find out more...

Luxmoore Parking rebrands to ARRB
Parking
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Inquiry into ride sourcing
services (VIC)

GOING TO
OUTLOOK BUT
NOT A MEMBER?

Parking Australia is offering
new members a discount for
their first year of membership
if they join before 30 May
(early bird closing date for
Outlook). Get 50% off any
membership & the one-off
joining fee when you apply
online using discount code
OL2017.
Why join?

EXPRESS
PARKING NEWS

Luxmoore Parking and Safety was established
as a specialist division of the Australian Road
Research Board (ARRB), to cater to the
demand for independent specialist parking
consultancy services. After 15 years in
operation, its reputation for excellence remains,
and has led to its recognition as the market
leader for independent parking expertise. Read
more...

How digital is disrupting transportation
Governments, institutions and companies are
experiencing immense disruption. Business
and engagement models are being
transformed by rising citizen and customer
expectations, and fueled by mass connectivity.
The transportation sector is poised to move
from `human scale' to `machine scale', creating
a wave of innovation propelled by the ability of
humans to connect to machines, or for
machines to connect with other machines. Read more...

Online member forum for parking
community
Looking for advice or information on a parking
dilemma? Take the discussion online and ask
the parking community through the Parking
Australia Member Forum (new for March 2017).
Participate in discussions with industry
colleagues, get advice or information from
fellow members or post a new topic for
discussion. Login here to start posting
comments

Parking case study from London's
Westminster
Brisbane's urban planning
'average' and making
residents sick
Autonomous cars will put a
lot of human drivers out of
work
Commend Australia
conttributes to set-up of
Scentre's NOC

In a newly released podcast from the PACE
2016 series, Kieran Fitsall from Westminster
City Council discusses the challenges faced
by a capital city in managing its kerbside and
the role of technology in delivering parking
services to an increasingly tech-savy public.
Visit the podcasts page and login to start
listening...

Engaging with the public sector for a
positive outcome in parking

Self-driving car will be ready
to make life or death
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decisions within five years
Smart parking launches new
SmartSpot gateway solution
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New to member resources this month are the
key outcomes generated as part of a parking
masterclass at PACE 2016. Session attendees
split into three groups to create a 'parking
manifesto' of actionable ideas in regards to
parking requirements, the value of parking, and
also how technology can be used to assist us
in these areas. Read more...

EasyMile announces partnership with
Allianz
EasyMile and Allianz Worldwide Partners have
signed an International Framework Agreement
to establish insurance solutions for EasyMile's
shared driverless transportation projects as of
1 January 2017. In-depth exchanges between
Allianz's Automotive Innovation Center and
EasyMile's expert team aim to gain real life
self-driving experiences...Read more...

New AEDs offer wireless connectivity for
easier device management
Sudden cardiac arrest (SCA) can happen to
anyone-anywhere. Immediate treatment is
vital. A victim's chance of survival
dramatically decreases for every minute
without treatment. That's why public access
defibrillators are so important. But AEDs are
effective only if they are close at hand and
ready to work. Read more...

Designa Sabar becomes Designa
Australia
OUTLOOK 17

WE'RE SOCIAL

As of 1 March 2017 DESIGNA Sabar has been
renamed to DESIGNA Australia. The name
change reflects the fact that the company is
now a fully owned subsidiary of DESIGNA
Germany and has been changed to be
consistent with all other subsidiaries worldwide.
Read more...

Featured Corporate Members

Gold Members
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Silver Members

CONTACT US

Parking Australia
P.O. Box 47
Douglas Park NSW 2569
Tel: 1300 787 233
Fax: 02 9700 9618
Email: paa@parking.asn.au
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